
Southern Logan Mountains, 1968
Ted Maden

On 16 July Peter Rowat and I were flying towards the Logan Mountains, a
wild, remote range in the Canadian North-west Territories, 150 miles north
of Watson Lake in the Yukon. Below us sprawled vast tracts of subarctic
forest; behind were the bumps and dust of the Alaska Highway and the con
fusion of the last few days. Planning had been minimal; we had still not even
decided between Northern and Southern Logans, and with us was a tall girl
called Nona Okun who was Peter's idea and who had never climbed before.

Over the serpentine meanders of the Coal River we plunged into a thunder
storm, and as we emerged beyond, there were the Logans suddenly straight
ahead, a bristling array of granite wild in !he northern sunlight. Our pilot
gained height over the deep, forested valley of the Flat River, and squeezed the
Beaver's ceiling to 9000 ft to fly us over the Southern range just west of Mount
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irvana. This supremely wild and beautiful peak is formed by the apex of three
lender intersecting granite art~te . A desolate glacier plunging down the orth

face was the key to Buckingham and Surdam's as ent in 1965. Turning
east over the depths of the Rabbit Kettle River we had seen little of the

orthern ice-fields, one of our possible objectives, except that from a distance
they looked rather flat. However the southern region abounded in challenging
peaks, and in particular Mount avage, which we at that time believed to be
unclimbed, stood head and shoulders above its surroundings and appeared a
most worthy objective. Accordingly we swung round into Hole in the Wall
Valley, at the south-east corner of the range, past the breathtaking walls of
Thunder Dome, circled once, and touched down on Lonely Lake. It was a
well-named spot. The Beaver roared off, leaving us with piles of gear in
disarray in the brush, and peals of thunder emphasised our sudden isolation.
For company we had two otters, swimming in the lake.

Lonely Lake, July 16-20

'v\ e ferried load through tangled dwarf pines to a delightful Ba e Camp half
a mile upstream from the head of the lake. Across the stream towered the
gaunt walls of the First Guardsman and the Citadel. Beyond the foot of Lonely
Lake the walls of Thunder Dome caught the afternoon sun, and upstream a
white cascade formed a perfect foreground to Iount Ely ium at the head of
the valley.

After a day of sorting out, the three of us climbed a pair of small but conspicuous
peaks (Reco1lnaissance Pea/?s) on the North retaining ridge of the valley, west
from Wolf Fang. These gave us fine views across the next valley to the un
climbed peaks I-5 1•

Peter and I next turned our attention to the First Guardsman, previously
attempted by Bank' party in 1964. Circling beneath the forbidding lorth
and East faces we came upon easy ground to the south, and eventually found
ourselves, in a rainstorm, at the col between the steep walls of the First and
Second Guardsmen. Peter moved rightwards on mossy ledges, then climbed
with difficulty and two pegs back to the left up a long, narrow slanting gangway,
belaying below a short overhanging chimney. Above this, easier blocks led to
the airy summit, where \ e spent a glorious half hour in now sparkling sunshine
before climbing down and ab eiling as we had come.

I See A ..4 .J. 1961.312 for reference to earlier visits to the Northern Logans, and A.A.J
1964. 60 for McCarthy's visit to Proboscis. Buckingham and Surdam were also active
in the 'orthern Icefields in 1967, a fact of which we were unaware when planning our
present trip. For further information about the Southern Logans see C.A.J. 1962.
(John Milton), A.J. 7f. 23 (Mike Banks), and A./I.J 1966. 33 and 1967· 364
(William J. Buckingham).



S9 Lonely Lahe showing First Guardsman on the right. Se al 01631 below. Photo:
like Banks. Rcprinrcd from A.J. fI· r J

Nightwind Creek and Mount Savage, July 21-31

Peter and Nona were now restless to explore the wild blue yonder. Thus, after
yet another cia of sorting food we set off up the valley with enormou loads
on 2 [ July. Our plan was to climb some of the peaks around i\ightwind Creek,
with Mount avagc as our principal objective. \Ve hoped to cross over between
Mounts Elysium and aribou, via a high col which was charactcri.ed by three
great rock fing rs, visible for miles around. Devious game trails through inter
minable brush in the valley Aoor eventually g'a\"e way to an open hillside and
sunlit, flower-bedecked meadow in thl:: hanging valle below fount Elysium;
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the Elysian Fields, perhaps. Three Finger Col was laboriously attained by
scree slopes which were anything but Elysian.

Beyond the col a wild array of jagged peaks loomed hostile as storm clouds
engulfed the afternoon sun. I went ahead with the tent, down by scree into a
desolate cirque and the edge of a glacier, then down again through jumbled
boulders into a hanging valley with a tiny lake. Just before the lake I was
sheltering among boulders from a squall when a brown bear lumbered by with
her two cubs, scarcely 50 yds away. There was a confrontation. She growled
and began to approach. I leapt a boulder, swung my axe and sang 'A bear
went over the mountain ... '. It was too much for the bruins, who exited in
confusion.

After pitching camp by the milky waters of Cub Lake I surveyed the evening
scene. Crags surrounded the upper cirque, while from the exit of the lake a
cascade plunged down the hillside into Nightwind Creek. The latter seemed
well named in the gloaming, deep and gloomy 1000 ft beneath. Presently
Peter arrived with a very tired Nona, who none the less pluckily insisted on
cooking supper. vVe were all impressed by the continuous roughness of the
terrain.

Next day, 22 July, we went down into Nightwind Creek and up the other side
past the Nightwind Lakes, hoping to climb something which would give us a
useful view of Mount Savage. Unfortunately a late start, coupled with the
prospect of a long summit rock climb, turned us back from the fine Peak 24.
Instead we scrambled up to a small top on the ridge which separates the
Nightward Valley system from the wild cirque beyond. This gave us fine views
of Nirvana and its neighbours across the cirque to the west, and of peaks and
curious prong-shaped pinnacles across the Rabbit Kettle to the north. We
returned via a subsidiary peak (Sunset Peak) which forms the highest point on
the spur running south-east from Peak 24. Route-finding on the spur was
somewhat complicated, and the final climb up the peak involved about 500 ft
of fairly interesting rock, on which Nona received her first inadequate instruc
tion. We reached the summit at 9pm. Across Nightwind Creek sombre preci
pices plunged into deep hanging valleys, while elsewhere peak upon peak
stretched away into the flaring rays of the northern sunset. Fortunately the
descent into Nightwind Creek presented no problems, and we regained our
camp site in the half-light shortly after midnight.

It was now clear even to me, the most reluctant back-packer, that our present
camp site was strategically uselessly placed, so the next day we packed across
Nightwind Creek to the southern of the two Nightwind Lakes, a slate-blue
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lake which mirrored the Dawnwind Peaks (Peaks 21 and 22) rising precipitously
above.

It was to these peaks that Peter and I turned our attention the following dawn,
24 July. A slight wind had sprung up, and a cloud formed by a standing waye
kept the rising sun off our peaks and 'Dawnwind Lake'. We attacked the Higher
Dawllwilld Peak (Peak 2I) by an obvious route up two snow-slopes separated
by a short rock band. A steep snow-couloir led to the summit ridge, which
gave delightfully exposed but easy climbing until a yellow tower diverted us on
to an airy snow-ledge on the right. We were now high above the lower snow
fields, a deep cirque of Dawnwind Lake and our tiny tent. On the pointed
summit a few hundred feet higher there was·just room for us to eat our second
breakfast. The panorama ranged from peaks beyond the Flat River to the
south, westwards to Nirvana, round to the Northern Logans beyond the
Rabbit Kettle, the bulk of Savage nearer at hand (as usual partly obscured by
Peak 24), the Peaks 2-5 and Three Finger Col back across Nightwind Creek.

We continued unroped along a fine Alpine ridge to a point just over halfway
towards the Lower Dawllwilld Peal? (Peak 22). Here a sharp drop, coupled with
big cliffs on the Dawnwind Lake flank to the right, induced us to descend to the
left via an unpleasant couloir of steep wet snow resting on ice. After one nine
teenth century-type ice-axe non-belay (by me) we drove pegs into the rock walls
for further belays. We gained the lower peak without further incident via a
snow-field and the summit ridge. We could now see that our ridge would have
been climbable after all. You can't win all the time. Over sardines we identified
features far to the north. Just left of Mount Sir James MacBrien (9062 ft) was
an 80° granite wall, dwarfed by the distance but obviously huge in reality,
the East wall of Proboscis.

Two tangled abseils in the direction of Dawnwind Lake brought us to easy
ground, while thunder rumbled in the distance. Vie continued down to camp
independently, myself miles behind. That night it snowed.

The terrible roar of an enormous rock-fall catapulted us out of bed the following
morning. A huge mass of rock had broken away from a cliff on the hillside
across the lake, and great chunks were bouncing down the scree into the
troubled waters below. The take-home message was not to climb that day.
Then another day passed while we waited for the snow to melt; Peter took
Nona rock climbing and I practised on the harmonica.

At last, on 27 July, despite an uncompromising dawn, Peter and I set off for
Promontory Peak (Peak 23), a twin peaked promontory thrust out from the
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main watershed of Nightwind Creek into the cirque beyond. Nona walked
with us up the valley. The cloud-base dropped as Peter and I roped up, and we
did the climb in mist and intermittent nasty wet snowflakes. Our route followed
the East ridge up several interesting pitches of excellent rock. A short crack
followed by a short wall about 100 ft below the first summit were quite hard.
From this first top the second, true, summit was barely discernible 100 yds
away through the obscurity. 'Ne traversed the almost horizontal summit ridge
without difficulty until a peculiar red pillar of collapsing breakfast cereal forced
us to make a two-pitch detour to the right. The summit itself was wildly
remote, with steep rock ridges plunging far down into the mists.

During another day of rain we browsed through the Kerner Commission
Report on Civil Disorders. We wondered whether it was a long, hot summer in
the South.

. We had still had no satisfactory view of the South side of Mount Savage
(9004 ft). From the flight however, we had seen a steep snow-slope on the
North-east face, leading up to the eastern end of the crenellated summit ridge.
As we had only three more days' food with us, we decided to settle for this, and
in more cheerful weather packed down Nightwind Creek and strenuously up
into a hanging valley. We found a perfect camp-site on level grass by a little
stream. There was even a boulder problem at hand, and all around were
towering yellow crags. A stroll up the adjacent hillside confirmed that we were
in the right valley and that the snow-slope on Savage would be feasible. The
weather had completely cleared, and as we ate supper the massive bulk of the
unclimbed Peak 8822 across Nightwind Creek was illuminated by the rays of
the setting sun.

Peter and I set off for Mount Savage at 3am in the pre-dawn half light on 30
July. A long slog up a stony couloir brought us to bare ice at the foot of a
small glacier. The sun now rose in a blaze of orange across the distant Mac
kenzie range to the north, its rays picking out a herd of goats high on improbable
ledges on a nearby crag. We cramponed unroped up and across the-glacier and
gained height rapidly on the long, fairly steep snow-slope. Near the top, where
the snow was thin on the underlying ice, Peter hacked a stance and then cut
steps for 100 ft. We breasted the summit ridge to another breath-taking
panorama, then wallowed for a further forty-five minutes up exasperating
breakable crust to the first summit. Here we ate a second breakfast and I
wrung out my socks. Porous boots and ineffective gaiters make for uncomfor
table snow climbing.

Ahead, a short drop separated us from the crenellated ridge. This was level,
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in the sense that there was no net gain or loss of height, but of the type usually
called knife-edge, and interrupted by two discouraging-looking pinnacles.
Steep rocks dropped off to the south, and the almost equally steep North face
was plastered with fresh snow. Beyond the pinnacles the summit tower, rising
a few hundred feet higher, looked more hopeful.

After clambering down to the col I was offered the first pinnacle. Two pegs
gave access to a loose but easy-angled groove. To our delight, relatively straight
forward Alpine climbing took us past the pinnacle and down a short snow-slope
to a broad gangway. This cut down on to the South face of the mountain,
by-passing the second pinnacle altogether. From an enormous boulder at the
end of the gangway Peter led two interest1ng and difficult pitches up steep
rocks on the South face of the summit tower. Easier rocks led to a final superbly
exposed pitch on the summit ridge. It was noon on a perfect day, and only a
short horizontal scramble separated us from the actual summit.

'Hum, second ascent', said Peter. 'Well, it was a good route anyway.' It was
true. A cairn confronted us on the summit. We subsequently discovered that
one John Milton had beaten us to it, in 1961, by a hair-raising solo first ascent
up a steep snow-couloir on the 'West face. Meanwhile we swept the cairn from
our thoughts and lazed in the mid-day sun. Beyond the Cirque of U nclimbables
were yet more distant peaks with great south-facing walls, and on every horizon
mountain ranges stretched away into the limitless wilderness that is the
Canadian North-west.

Not knowing of an easier way down, though suspecting that there might be one
somewhere, we descended by the same route. I dropped an axe on an abseil
down the rock wall, and a crampon at the top of the snow and ice-slope. Both
were recovered and Peter was very understanding, but we had to take peg
belays in the adjacent rocks to protect the upper ice-slope. We ran down the
rest of the snow, continued running down stones and rubble into the upper
basin of the valley, and finally wove through a maze of boulders to regain our
camp site at 8pm. There had been talk of moving camp that evening in order
to tackle Peak 8822 on our remaining day. Whatever Peter may still have thought
of this idea I was now more than somewhat fatigued, so we abandoned the
plan and celebrated with a victory feast instead.

Thunder Dome and neighbouring peaks, August 1-11

The long walk back to Base Camp was something else again. It included Peter
falling into a crevasse, and me into an icy river. Alone in the rain and darkness
I got to thinking, how long does it take to be swept away by a torrent anyway?
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A few days later we were waiting for the weather a ain, camped In a hanging
valley below Peaks q-17 and Thunder Dome.

\\'hen the sun burst out on afternoon wc: raced wildly around exploring the
upper branches of the valley. Another indifferent day a frosty night and at
last, on 6 August, the sun rose into a clear sky, illuminating a sea of mist over
Hole in the \\'all Lake and fre h snow on Wolf Fang across the valley. \\'e
rushed up the ea tern branch of our hanging valley and on up a now-couloir
on the east Rank of Peal? Ij. It \\'a a great day for ~ona, \\'ho wore crampons
for the first time. :\Iy feet got soaked as usual, and J raced on for the summit to

sing 'Ole Conquistadore' and wring out my so ks again. Across a gap Peal? I-{

was there for the taking, and on the walk back Kona tried to race Peter, \ hich
\\'a great as the had supper ready when I finall arrived.

60 TII/llleler Dome, '\yu It: from Symmetry Spire. 'I'h\: !<:\:-chimn\:y HOUle
[61] is hehind the col h\:t\\een the main summit and the uhsidiary top (0 the
left. Storm Point is the group of pinnacles helO\\ and in front of Thund 'r
()ome. Photo: Peter I~o\\ at



6, The lower half of the ice
chill/llel' 011 Thullder DOII/e 'I
and foilo\\ ing phoros: Ted
:\Iadcn

From Peak 15 Pcter and [had examined the \\'cst face of Tllllllder Dome [60].
On this side the summit is ranged \\'ith 700 ft vertical ranite \\'alls, but to the
north a col between the main summit and a subsidiary top sugge te I a ce s to a
sccret passage. Early the following morning Peter and 1 went up the 3000 ft
of intervening hillside in renewed snow. 'There's a chimne " houted Peter
from the col. 'I think it'll be all right.' Expectantly I joined him round the
corner and was immediately turned right off. A wicked ice-chimney slash d
dO\\'n through ma si\'e, snow-plastered granite walls. snow- lope heeled
down towar Is Hol in the Wall Lake, mer ing into further cliffs below. \
scramble up the ubsidar summit rcvealed that there was no practicable
route from this now-slop on to the broad summit plateau and confirmed the
bad ncws that on the whole of this side of the mountain th wicked ice-chimney
was the only 'weakness', if ou could call it that.

~ow, Peter is strong and very bold, and wild about climbing on icc. 0 to
make me fecI good he fed me breakfast in a littlc ca\'e, and told me how at the
Seattle Recreational Co-op he had bought his all-steel geologist's hammer
specially for occasions like this. nd he showed me its evil spike. He said how
th re was a chimney on the \\'cst face which \\'e might possibl abseil down,
and he a k d me if I wa read to go. I explained how m feet had been getting
cold on now, and in making my point] fcll throu h a frozen pool, 0 they got
calder quicker than e\'er. . 11 the ympathy I got wa a spare pair of socks, so,
clad in dm'et and all, 1 found myself trailing behind Peter to the foot of this
sinister himne [61].
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There were three long pitches of suffering. The first was up unstable blocks,
frozen in place. The second went behind a huge chockstone and up the ice
until Peter hacked a stance and knocked two 'damn good' pegs into the rock
wall. The third continued up 60 ft of steep ice, surmounted a rock bulge, and
worked out rightwards on steep snow and ledges. I froze at the second stance
while Peter did his thing with his hammer. It had stopped snowing, and out~ide

the chimney mist and sunshine tussled for ascendancy. A plane flew below us
up the valley to Lonely Lake, and back out again. Peter's 'damn good' pe~s ~ame
out with disconcerting ease. At the bulge I was unable to follow, eveil with
another peg in situ. Cold, scared and miserable, I rummaged for etriers in the
heavy rucksack, terrified of dropping it down the ice. Peter thought I would ,"
never speak to him again. But I did. I said 'You lead the next pitch too.'

The upper part of the climb was slightly more enjoyable. A long rock corner led
to a somewhat hopeless looking ledge, from which, surprise, surprise, a hidden
squeeze chimney led down to the upper continuation of the main ice-chimney.
After IS0 ft of 45~ mixed snow on ice and rock this brought us at last to the
upper summit plateau. It had been a superb piece of mountaineering by Peter
who had led throughout. We now ploughed through deep powder snow up the
final slopes and reached the summit at 5pm.

It was a fantastic place. Cathedral walls plunged to the west, while to the east
the plateau extended, in two steps, for almost a mile before sloping away out of
sight. Clouds chased across the sky from the snow-covered Mackenzies to the
north-east, their shadows marching across a broad upland plain far below
to the south-east.

We had no knowledge of possible descents to the east, which at the best would
have led us miles away on the wrong side of the mountain. We therefore set
off down the ice-chimney route, hoping to avoid the lower portion by turning
down the rock chimney which Peter had noticed on the West face. To abseil
down the rock corner Peter used a slightly rounded spike some feet above the
stance, our stock of cheap European abseil pegs now being low. I viewed this
spike with suspicion, and when Peter tested for rope drag from below the rope
stuck, then suddenly flicked off. I caught it one-handed as it flew past. There
followed some back and forth as to the merits of the spike, but eventually
Peter yielded up one of our precious remaining abseil pegs, and I joined him
at the stance. We turned down into the rock chimney on the 'West face, slithered
down 200 ft of nasty loose grooves, plastered with snow, and finally reached
terra firma by an epic IS0 ft abseil in the orange rays of the setting sun.

From our camp site at the extreme lip of the hanging valley we could look down



62 The JYorlh-wesl face of Thllllder Dome showing the Jl.amp Rou[('. The [\\"0

tep nature of the summit plateau is e\'ident

upon Hole in the Wall Creek, 1000 ft below, and out to Hole in the"\ all Lake
for sted and beautiful, two miles down the \'alley. fter Thunder Dome w
all went down to the lake to relax, and though it was another long walk over
boulders (the trees were even worse) it was a perfect day. There were roses,
and there was th 3°00 ft 1\orth-west wall of Thunder Dome to look at [62].

1· rom Base Camp we had noticed a 'flat-iron' as a prominent feature of the wall.
\'\ e now discovered that the back of the flat-iron was a broad, easy-angled ramp
leading high up the face, \\ e had a quick swim, and returned to the camp site
with high hope of putting a route up the :'\orth-west wall of Thunder Dome,

\\ e packed enormous sacks with bi\'ouac gear, hardware, jumars and all and
returned the following mornin , 9 August, to attack 'Le Grand Prohlcme',
:'\ona followed for a two-day fishing trip.

The ramp, which was 100 yds wide at the tart, was over hadowed by tremen
dous, ails. We progressed uphill for three hours beneath these fantastic walls,
to a point where the ramp narrowed and finally petered out, merging with
ledges high on the 1\orth-west face. 'vVe took afternoon tea in the sun over a
2500 ft, clean-cut, vertical wall. Far below Hole in the \\'all "alley was like
something out of fairyland,

Jut abo\'e us was a bottomless fan- haped groO\' a conspicuous featurc of the
upper part of the face when sccn from a distance. To the right of this big
fan-shaped groovc a line of racks and little groo\'e- appeared to offer the
line of lea t rcsistance, \\ e le I throucrh up these for 700 ft. For the most part
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the climbing was pleasant, not difficult, and magnificently situated high up on
this great and complex face. Towards the top Peter heaved upon a large block,
which broke loose. I cowered and made eyes at a small protective overhang
while it slithered noisily down the groove towards me. Luckily it ground to
a halt some way above my stance. Shortly above we debouched at a little col.
From here we were able to scramble without further difficulty up to the lower
summit plateau. Just like that. Amazing!

A massive boulder marked the top of the plateau. We climbed it, then raced
around in jubilation. The shadow of the mountain was stealing across the
broad wild upland far below, while distant hills were golden in the evening sun.
Our feelings must have been akin to those of Buckingham and Surdam on the
summit of Nirvana, for I have been unable to improve upon Buckingham's
words: 'We felt an ecstatic sense of isolation and contentment; also the humility
of two frail creatures who had dared to trespass on this vast, remote, inviolate
domain' (A.A.J. 1966. 36).

As we ate supper the sun went down behind Wolf Fang and the multitude of
peaks beyond, some of which we had climbed. right crept up from the valleys
until only the northern sky glowed deep crimson beyond the jagged silhouette
of the dark horizon. We climbed into our bivouac sack and passed a somewhat
chilly night.

We continued through deep snow to the true summit the following morning.
The descent route down the ice and rock chimneys, though still serious, was
easier with experience, and we had time to work in a traverse of Peak I7 and an
ascent of Peak I6 by an easy route on the south-east side; Storm Point and
Symmetry Spire respectively. Not that there was a storm or anything, just this
thing about route finding, and, well, it was next to Thunder Dome. And in the
Tetons Storm Point is right by Symmetry Spire. To complete a perfect outing,
at the camp site Nona had six trout glistening in the stream.

The weather now turned warm. Traces of smoke from a distant forest fire
drifted across the sun from the south, and for the final few days there was an
unaccustomed haze.

Lonely Lake again
Back at the ranch our original Base Camp had been turned into a bear garden.
The bears had indeed had a tea party, and we didn't think much of their table
manners. Our idyllic camp site was inundated with evil black droppings, and
punctured, empty tin cans littered the surrounding countryside. Worse still,
our precious films of 1 ightwind Creek were lost. For food we would have to
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63 The East face of the First Guardsman from Lonely Lake. Thi , the 'Aiguille
de)' l' of the Logans gave about gave ten pitches, solid granite in the upper
half, ulminnting in a magnificent 1-0 ft Aak and crack pitch up a '"eerie,,, wall

make do with a few tins of fruit and low-calorie veg tables which the bears
had punctured but rejected together with a Jittl porridge and other item
which Peter had carried back from the camp-site at Thunder Dom " In
addition it was the blu berr eason, but blueberries, at 600 calories per
kilogram, scarcely constitute a staple diet for climbing.
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Thus our activities would be restricted, but as the weather remained perfect
Peter and I decided business as usual for one outstanding problem, the East
face of the Fil'st Guardsman [63]. This gave 1000 ft of technically difficult
climbing, superb climbing, especially in the upper section. There was a nasty
moment near the start when I unexpectedly pulled off a large chunk of brittle
rock on easy but steep ground. It grazed my leg, though somehow I managed
to stay on, and crashed down to miss Peter's foot by the thickness of a P.A.
canvas. The lower half of the climb was something of a disaster area, having
been swept by a recent rock-fall. Towards the top of this region Peter led a
long, very hard slab-pitch. Then I broke out left on to a blunt ridge (which
perhaps we should have gained much earlier). The upper section gave continu
ously difficult free climbing up the ridge, with aid in one short overhanging
corner, and again was mostly led by Peter in his P.A.s. Both the rock and the
exposure on this upper section were magnificent. It was particularly satisfying
to arrive at the top and rediscover our own cairn on the summit rocks.

On the last day before the scheduled arrival of the plane I scrambled with Nona
up the Lonely Spur, a northern extension of Lonely Peak directly overlooking
Lonely Lake. Unfortunately hunger marred what would otherwise have been
an enjoyable last look round.

That night there was an eerie Aurora. Later I was trying to phone Watson
Lake. Then I remembered that this was impossible. I would phone home for
help instead.... 'Porridge, Ted', said Peter. I had been dreaming. Actually we
still had a few days' iron rations left. Nevertheless conversation was inhibited
that morning at the lake. Would the pilot come on time? While reading a book
I was distracted by a bee. The Beaver!

The pilot was in no hurry, and waited while we gobbled our remaining rations
in one magnificent orgy. On the flight out we noted that even on the East flank
there were no 'walk-up' routes on Thunder Dome, though possibly some of the
long ridges on this side of the mountain are not difficult. Then we turned down
towards the Coal River, and the Logans receded into the distance and the haze.

SUMMARY-Logan Mountains, North-west Territories, Canada. 1968. B. E. H.
Maden, Nona Okun, P. Rowat.

Rowat, Maden, Okun
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Reconnaissance Peaks
First Guardsman
First Guardsman, by East face*
Sunset Peak

9

18 July
19
13 August
22 July

"
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Okun
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64 Brenva ice On the upper slopes of the Old Brenva. Photo: Dennis Gray

Dawnwind Peaks* (Peaks 21 and 22)

Promontory Peak*
Mount Savage, 9004 ft. Second ascent,
by new route*
Peaks 15 and 14
Thunder Dome, by North face of

Upper Summit*
Thunder Dome, by North-west face

of Lower Summit plateau*
Storm Point (Peak 17)
Symmetry Spire (Peak 16)
Lonely Spur

"

30 "
6 August

7

9
10

10.

15

"

" "

" "

"
"

Maden,Okun

Okun

All first ascents except for Mount Savage.

* Highly recommended.
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